Neoadjuvant and adjuvant treatment approaches for hepatocellular carcinoma: future outlook
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Abstract: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a highly aggressive and chemotherapy resistant cancer with unique biologic characteristics which makes this disease highly different than other gastrointestinal cancers. The mainstay of curative treatment in HCC is surgical resection, ablation, and transplantation. However, rates of recurrence are high and many patients are not initially candidates for these curative approaches. This paper discusses predictors of recurrence of HCC in patients who have undergone surgical resection and addresses adjuvant therapies aimed at decreasing recurrence risk and improving overall survival (OS) outcomes, including traditional cytotoxic chemotherapies, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), and immunotherapy. This article also discusses neoadjuvant strategies aimed at improving recurrence rate and OS as well as downstaging advanced HCC to enable surgical disease, including locoregional therapies, systemic chemotherapy, TKIs, and immune checkpoint inhibitors. Finally, this article addresses potential future directions for both adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapies that may change the treatment paradigm of HCC in the near future.
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the second leading cause of cancer related mortality worldwide with an estimated global incidence of between 500,000–1,000,000 and an attributable 600,000 deaths annually (1). Unfortunately, HCC is also increasing faster than any other cancer for both men and women in the United States despite the fact that roughly 70% of cases develop secondary to modifiable risk factors (e.g., alcohol use, chronic viral hepatitis infections, obesity, and smoking) (2). Of unique challenge in the treatment HCC is the high co-occurrence of underlying liver disease which inherently limits potential systemic therapeutic approaches, and despite progress in the management and treatment options of HCC in the last decades, the prognosis remains dismal with a 5-year survival of less than 5% (3).

While treatment of HCC is multidisciplinary, at present the only therapies directed at cure are aimed at physical removal or destruction of local disease. In patients with relatively preserved liver function, surgical resection is the mainstay treatment but is often limited by the size and anatomy of the disease (4,5) In patients with end-stage liver disease (ESLD), liver transplantation (LT) is considered the optimal treatment option as it addresses both the malignancy and the underlying cirrhosis (6). Transplanted patients with localized HCC have a have 5-year survival rates of between 65–80% with a tumor recurrence rate
between 8–15% (7). Unfortunately, most patients with HCC are ineligible for transplantation by Milan Criteria at the time of presentation and organ procurement remains a challenge even for those who are initially transplant candidates (6-8). As a result, many of the treatment options discussed in this paper are directed at downstaging or stabilization of disease in advance of potential resection or transplantation, in many cases by applying therapies otherwise approved for the systemic treatment of unresectable or metastatic HCC.

In this review article, we discuss predictors of recurrence among surgically resected patients with HCC and present an overview of the recent progress in different therapeutic approaches aimed at reducing the risk of recurrence and improving overall survival (OS) outcomes. We also evaluate the efficacy of neoadjuvant and adjuvant approaches with novel approaches including immunotherapy as well as targeted therapies and provide a perspective on the likely future direction of clinical trials and treatment options in this highly challenging cancer.

**Predictors of recurrence in HCC patients**

Given the aggressive nature of HCC, many studies have explored potential clinical and molecular predictors of recurrence. In a study of 112 patients who underwent curative partial hepatectomy, tumor size, number, capsular invasion, and portal vein involvement were identified as a predictor of recurrence (9). A separate study in an Asian cohort corroborated these same features as predictors of recurrence after curative surgery and suggested the use of baseline serum alpha-fetoprotein and albumin levels as surrogates of recurrence (10). Another clinical study in patients who underwent curative resection suggested that microvascular invasion may be a better surrogate of risk of recurrence as compared to the Milan criteria. Similarly, tumor microvessel density measured by immunohistochemical analysis of CD34 has been described as a predictor of recurrence among patients with HCC, though this correlation was found only in tumors <5 cm (11,12). CD24, a cancer stem cell marker found to be overexpressed in various tumors, has been investigated in patients with HCC with a reportedly increased metastatic potential with activation of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway leading to higher rates of intrahepatic and distant recurrence in surgically resected patients (13). In the same study, CD24 expression was associated with a poor OS outcomes outcome independent of alpha-fetoprotein, a tumor-node-metastasis stage.

Inflammatory markers have also been investigated as surrogates of recurrence in HCC patients. CD68+ tumor-infiltrating macrophages have been noted in the tumor microenvironment of HCC and in a study of 137 surgically resected patients with HCC, higher intratumoral and tumor margin macrophage infiltration was associated with a shorter disease-free survival (14). Increased circulating neutrophils relative to lymphocytes may also be associated with an increased risk of recurrence (15-17), however it is important to note that the neutrophil:lymphocyte ratio is a subjective and dynamic marker affected by multiple confounding factors which might otherwise co-occur in this patient population (e.g., steroid use, infection). It is posited that elevation in these inflammatory markers may reflect underlying systemic inflammatory responses which in turn have been shown to fuel angiogenesis and cancer growth (18).

In a study of 302 patients with HCC who underwent hepatectomy, high intratumoral levels of cytotoxic T cells and low levels of T regulatory cell were associated with a better 5-year disease-free survival along with improved OS (19). Another study found that elevated levels of programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) were associated with an increased risk of recurrence when overexpressed in HCC (20). In another translational study, improved time to recurrence was noted with an increased CD4 T cell signature in the tumor microenvironment among 42 patients with HCC (21). Interestingly, although memory CD8+ T cells were associated with a lower risk of recurrence, effector CD8+ T cell signature had a higher risk of recurrence (21). The authors also identified a shorter time to relapse with increased expression of PD-L1 in the tumor tissue (21). Collectively, this evidence suggests that T-cell phenotype, as well as PD-L1 expression, may be an important factor for the recurrence of HCC after curative resection.

**Adjuvant approaches**

**Cytotoxic agents**

Surgical resection is one of the primary curative-intent options in HCC with many neoadjuvant treatments aimed at downstaging tumors in advance of resection. Unfortunately, there is an approximately 70% risk of recurrence at 5 years after resection (22), and for this reason adjuvant chemotherapy (AC) has been explored as a
method to improve recurrence free survival (RFS) and OS both after partial hepatectomy as well as liver transplant. Some of these AC approaches have evaluated concurrent systemic and locally directed chemotherapeutic agents. In an early randomized clinical trial, investigators evaluated the combination of systemic epirubicin hydrochloride with transarterial chemotherapy using an emulsion of cisplatin and iodized oil (23). The authors observed detrimental outcomes among patients who underwent AC compared to the control arm and noted a higher incidence of distant recurrence. Another trial evaluated the combination of intrahepatic epirubicin infusion with systemic uracil-tegafur in patients’ post-radical hepatic resection (24). This intervention showed no improvement in the clinical outcome nor in risk of recurrence (24). Similarly, a meta-analysis evaluating the use of systemic and intrahepatic arterial epirubicin infusion in combination with systemic carmofur showed no statistically significant difference in disease-free survival outcomes at 2 years (25).

Adjuvant intrahepatic approaches without concurrent systemic therapies have also been explored. In a prospective trial of 50 patients with HCC, hepatic arterial infusion of lipiodol containing doxorubicin and mitomycin C was investigated after hepatectomy (26). Although this approach moderately reduced the risk of recurrence, it did not improve OS outcomes. Adjuvant 5-fluorouracil in combination with cisplatin infused through the hepatic artery similarly did not demonstrate beneficial effect (27).

AC has also been studied following LT for HCC. A study exploring use of post-transplant cisplatin and gemcitabine suggested improvement in disease-free survival in patients who did not Milan criteria after transplant (28). A similar study conducted with FOLFOX (5-fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin) in patients who underwent upfront LT also showed benefit in patients who did not meet Milan Criteria after transplant (29). Yet another clinical trial of triple agent chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil, cisplatin, and doxorubicin showed a significantly improved disease-free survival at 3-year remark, though notably the control arm utilized historical data which limits extrapolation to real populations (30). On the obverse, a randomized study investigating the efficacy of perioperative doxorubicin in 62 post-transplant HCC patients failed to demonstrate beneficial outcome (31). In fact, disease-free survival rates for the intervention arm vs. control arm were 43% and 53% at 5 years, suggesting numerically worse outcomes with the use of chemotherapy (31). Consistent with that trial, multiple meta-analyses have also failed to show significant improvement in outcomes with the use of AC in HCC patients (32-34). Collectively, the current data do not support the use of AC in patients with HCC after curative surgical resection or transplantation.

**Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs)**

TKIs have achieved substantial success in many solid tumor types including HCC (8,9,35,36). Sorafenib, an oral multikinase inhibitor which inhibits platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGF) 1–3 was the first TKI approved for the treatment of advanced-stage HCC (36). It has since been investigated as adjuvant treatment with early small studies demonstrating promising results (37). In a study of 31 HCC patients who underwent upfront surgical resection, 14 patients who received adjuvant sorafenib demonstrated a significantly lower incidence of recurrence compared against the control group (29.4% vs. 70.7%, P<0.032) (38). This benefit was not reproducible in larger cohorts, however. The STORM trial, a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled phase III trial, measured RFS with adjuvant sorafenib after resection or ablation of HCC. No significant difference was found in median RFS between sorafenib vs. placebo (33.3 vs. 33.7 months, respectively) and there was an increased rate of adverse effects in the sorafenib arm (39). Ongoing studies include investigation of sorafenib in combination with systemic chemotherapy (NCT02129322) and with chemoembolization approaches (NCT04143191) as well as use of adjuvant apatinib after hepatectomy for prevention of tumor recurrence (NCT03261791). At this time, TKIs are not standard of care adjuvant treatment for HCC.

**Antiviral treatment**

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) play an outsized role in the development of cirrhosis and are found in 80–90% of patients with HCC (6). Evidence indicates that uncontrolled HBV/HCV infections lead to increased rates of hepatocarcinogenesis and decreased liver remnant function after resection of HCC. In patients with HBV-related HCC, for instance, a prospective cohort study examined patients with high viral loads (>10,000 copies/mL HBV DNA) vs. low viral loads (<1,000 copies/mL HBV DNA) after resection of HCC and demonstrated that subjects with a higher viral load had lower median OS (78.3 vs. 111.4 months, P<0.001) as well as RFS (44.6 vs. 94.8 months, P<0.001) (40).
To that end, adjuvant antiviral treatments using interferon-based regimens have been studied extensively with the aim of increasing RFS after partial hepatectomy. Smaller studies have demonstrated mixed RFS benefits with adjuvant interferon therapy but were notably heterogeneous in the antiviral regimen used (41-43). A meta-analysis of nine randomized trials and four cohort studies (1,180 subjects) suggested improvement in 1-, 2-, and 3-year RFS (7.8%, 35.4%, and 14% respectively) in HBV and HCV infected patients who received adjuvant interferon therapy after curative therapy (44). Another meta-analysis of four cohort studies (1,280 patients) demonstrated improved 3- and 5-year RFS as well as 5-year OS with use of pegylated-interferon treatment as adjuvant treatment (45). However, a systematic review of six trials (1,054 subjects) failed to demonstrate a statistically significant difference in recurrence of HCC after surgical resection (43). At this time, adjuvant interferon treatment is not standard of care.

Studies have also examined the role of newer nucleotide/nucleoside inhibitors (NAs) as adjuvant treatment HCC. A two-stage longitudinal study evaluating 780 patients with HBV-related HCC (163 in RCT, 617 in non-RCT) looked at post-operative outcomes in patients who received adjuvant lamivudine, adefovir dipivoxil, or entecavir (all nucleotide/nucleoside analogs). Patients who received antiviral treatment had significantly decreased early recurrence 6 months as well as a higher 2-year RFS (46). Meanwhile, a meta-analysis of 13 trials (6,350 patients) who received adjuvant NAs in HBV-related HCC demonstrated significant improvements in both RFS and OS (47). Interestingly, while a retrospective cohort study of patients with HCV-related HCC has also demonstrated a significant reduction in risk of death in patients with sustained virologic response in the adjuvant setting, there is less overall evidence for adjuvant NA use in cancers related to HCV (48).

**Immunotherapeutic approaches**

Immunotherapy has been explored as a method by which to reduce the risk of recurrence in patients with resected HCC (49). A randomized trial of 150 post-resection HCC patients investigated use of adjuvant adoptive immunotherapy and demonstrated a significantly longer time to recurrence in patients treated with immunotherapy compared to the control group (48% vs. 33% at 3 years, 38% vs. 22% at 5 years; P=0.008) (50). In an open-label, phase 3 trial of activated autologous cytokine-induced killer cells, (CD3+/CD56+ and CD3+/CD56– T cells and CD3~/CD56~ natural killer cells), there was a reported improvement in RFS by 14 months as compared to the control group as well as improved OS (HR, 0.19; 95% CI, 0.04–0.87; P=0.02) (51). This same benefit was suggested in a retrospective review of patients treated with cytokine-induced killer cells (52). Notably, the authors reported PD-1 expressing tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes as a biomarker of response. In an early phase study of tumor antigen-pulsed dendritic cells, 12 patients with HCC who underwent liver resection were injected with dendritic cell vaccines pulsed with different cancer antigens including cytoplasmic transduction peptide-attached alpha-fetoprotein glypican-3 and melanoma-associated antigen 1 recombinant fusion (53). This approach was found to be safe and showed some early signals. Even though cellular therapy with cancer vaccines appears to promise moderate signal for reduction of recurrence risk, further safety studies and randomized trials are needed to better understand the role of these agents in patients with HCC (54).

More recently clinical trials have investigated the use of adjuvant immune checkpoint inhibitors in patients with HCC undergoing liver resections (55). Pembrolizumab, a fully humanized monoclonal antibody against PD-1, is being investigated in a double-blind randomized phase III trial in the adjuvant setting (NCT03867084). Another current study is investigating RFS in patients with HCC who have achieved complete response after local ablation or complete resection, and who are high-risk, on nivolumab compared to placebo. A phase II trial study (NCT03222076) has enrolled 30 patients with patients resectable HCC in the setting of presurgical and pre-biopsy therapy to evaluate the safety and tolerability of therapy with nivolumab alone or with ipilimumab. Also, neoadjuvant cabozantinib plus nivolumab will be evaluated in patients with locally advanced HCC in an open-label, single institution, single arm phase 1b study (NCT03299946). Adjuvant atezolizumab and bevacizumab is also being investigated in a phase III trial of high-risk HCC patients who underwent a curative treatment (NCT04102098). Growing interest also exists for the use of these agents in the perioperative setting which is further discussed in the neoadjuvant section below.

**Neoadjuvant approaches**

**Liver-directed therapies**

Malignant transformation of liver tissue augments arterial...
blood flow relative to healthy parenchyma, thereby increasing susceptibility of HCC to arterially directed therapies relative to surrounding healthy liver tissue (56). Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is a commonly used approach that takes advantage of this phenomenon by injecting small amounts of chemotherapeutic agents into arteries directly supplying tumors and can be used to downstage locally advanced HCC prior to surgical resection. A retrospective analysis of 831 HCC patients who underwent TACE for unresectable HCC reported that 82 (~10%) of these patients were downstaged to resectable disease, 43 (~5%) of whom underwent salvage liver resection (57). In patients who received a PR with TACE, patients who underwent salvage liver resection had an OS of 49 months compared to 24 months in those who did not undergo surgery (P<0.001); there did not appear to be survival advantage to liver resection if a CR was obtained with TACE (50 vs. 54 months).

A separate retrospective analysis of 1,457 patients revealed improved 5-year disease-free survival in patients who underwent neoadjuvant TACE (51%, 35.5%, and 21.4% for multiple TACE procedures, one TACE procedure, and no TACE, respectively) (58,59). Notably, a systematic review which included eighteen studies (15 observational, three randomized) demonstrated high rates of pathological responses but did not demonstrate improvement in DFS and was unable to reach a conclusion with respect to OS (60). Nonetheless, unresectable HCC patients who are downstaged with TACE and followed by salvage surgical resection overall appear to have better outcomes, suggesting that TACE is a viable option in borderline resectable HCC patients who are otherwise good surgical candidates with reasonable future liver remnant (61).

TACE is also utilized to downstage patients who do not initially meet Milan criteria but are otherwise viable transplant candidates. In a prospective study of 76 patients who received pre-transplant TACE, 17 were successfully down staged and transplanted and at the time of median follow up (19.6 months), there was only a single tumor recurrence (61). TACE may also be used to achieve tumor control in those undergoing evaluation for and awaiting transplantation (62).

Transarterial radioembolization (TARE) is an alternative locoregional treatment increasingly being implemented in the neoadjuvant setting. Similar to TACE, TARE is arterially directed but instead uses Y-90 resin microspheres for local irradiation of tumor cells (selective internal radiation therapy-SIRT) (63). Uniquely, TARE can be utilized in patients with portal vein thromboses (64,65) and also induces contralateral liver lobe (future liver remnant) hypertrophy in unilobar tumors which may potentiate liver recovery after salvage liver resection (66,67). Evidence suggests that TARE may even lead to better local disease control than to TACE. A retrospective analysis of 463 HCC patients comparing clinical outcomes of TARE and TACE demonstrated superior progression-free survival (13.3 vs. 8.4 months, P=0.046) with the use of TARE, though notably though median OS was similar (20.5 vs. 17.4 months, P=0.232) (63). A separate comparative analysis of TARE vs. TACE for downstaging HCC prior to LT reported a significantly higher objective response in patients in the TARE arm (61% vs. 37% respectively). Event-free survival was likewise significantly improved (17.7 months for TARE vs. 7.1 months for TACE, P=0.0017) as was uncensored OS (41.6 for TARE vs. 19.2 months for TACE; P=0.008) (68). Overall, this evidence demonstrates the growing role of TARE in downstaging HCC prior to salvage surgery or orthotopic liver transplant.

**Cytotoxic agents**

Systemic treatment options for unresectable HCC have been historically few and largely ineffective. In particular, cytotoxic chemotherapy has historically played little role as either definitive or neoadjuvant treatment for unresectable HCC. This is in large part attributed to the dose-limiting toxicities of cytotoxic regimens in patients with underlying liver disease and the subsequently decreased rates of downstaging as compared to liver-directed therapies (69). A retrospective study evaluating GEMOX (gemcitabine, oxaliplatin) demonstrated that 8.5% of patients became eligible for curative-intent treatment strategies and had favorable toxicity compared to doxorubicin monotherapy (70). In a phase II trial, another regimen known as PIAF (cisplatin, interferon-alpha-2b, doxorubicin, and 5-fluorouracil) demonstrated an 18% conversion rate to curative surgery (71). The phase III investigation, however, downstaged only 8% of participants in the PIAF arm to surgical resectability and reported considerable and dose-limiting toxicity with the regimen (72).

Notably, however, selective application of chemotherapy may yet play a role in the neoadjuvant setting. A prospective cohort study examined a modified PIAF regimen in patients who did not have underlying liver disease beyond HCC.
Promisingly, it demonstrated a conversion rate to curative surgery of 33% (as well as an objective response rate of 36% and median OS of 21.3 months) (73), indicating future areas of study in patients without underlying hepatic dysfunction.

**TKIs**

In addition to use in unresectable and metastatic HCC, sorafenib has also been explored as neoadjuvant therapy prior to liver transplant with multiple case reports and case series suggesting it as a cost-effective bridging therapy during the time between diagnosis and transplantation (74-76). At least one prospective trial has failed to find any benefit to sorafenib monotherapy prior to transplantation (77), however, and it is not currently approved in the neoadjuvant setting. Interestingly, a meta-analysis of 17 publications suggests that sorafenib combined with TACE may improve time to progression in the pre-transplant setting indicating area for further study (78).

**Immune checkpoint inhibitors**

Malignant cells may evade detection by the immune system by upregulation of cell-surface immune checkpoints. Checkpoint inhibitors function by unmasking these cells and potentiating immune responses against them and have been utilized in a growing number of solid cancers including HCC. A combination of atezolizumab (PD-L1 inhibitor) and bevacizumab (VEGF A inhibitor) is currently approved for first-line treatment of unresectable or metastatic HCC (79), and checkpoint inhibitors are now under investigation as neoadjuvant treatment for HCC.

A phase II randomized trial of nivolumab (a fully-humanized monoclonal anti-PD-1 antibody) and nivolumab plus ipilimumab (a monoclonal anti-CTLA4 antibody) as preoperative treatment in resectable HCC patients has reported pathologic complete response in 25% of patients studied (5 patients out of 20) without delay of surgery (55). Another recent trial is an open-label single arm phase 1b study investigating neoadjuvant cabozantinib plus nivolumab in patients with locally advanced HCC. Pembrolizumab, another PD-1 inhibitor, is likewise currently under investigation as perioperative therapy prior to curative treatment (hepatic resection or radiofrequency ablation) (80). Pembrolizumab may also have a role in downstaging in the pre-transplant setting given a 16.2% partial response rate in the phase 3 KEYNOTE-240 trial (80), though the use of immunotherapy immediately prior to transplant is problematic due to increased risk of organ rejection.

Combination therapies involving immune checkpoint inhibitors and small molecule in the neoadjuvant setting are also under investigation, including the use of nivolumab and cabozantinib prior to curative therapy (NCT03299946) as well as pembrolizumab and lenvatinib prior to liver transplant (NCT0445226).

**Discussion and future perspective**

The current state of science discussed above has yet to demonstrate sufficient evidence to recommend any agent as neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy in patients with HCC who are candidates for surgical resection or curative therapy with locoregional approaches. However, as noted above, locally advanced or borderline resectable patients should be considered for liver-directed therapy, perhaps particularly with TARE over TACE based on the advantages discussed above; by downstaging the primary tumor to surgically resectable disease. These patients should have considerably reasonable future liver remnant with liver function (preferably Child-Pugh Class A). Systemic chemotherapy and TKIs have been investigated extensively in patients with HCC after curative treatments. At this time, cytotoxic agents don’t appear to be beneficial, and are perhaps detrimental in a subgroup of HCC patients. TKIs, also, have a limited role in the adjuvant and neoadjuvant setting, as the role of single agents in combination with immune checkpoint inhibitors deserves attention.

Although there is no systemic therapy option approved for neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy, the future is promising for immune checkpoint inhibitors within different modalities. The early findings of nivolumab and nivolumab plus ipilimumab in the perioperative setting will likely change the current paradigm in the near future. The use of immune checkpoint therapy, in combination with locoregional treatments, which hypothetically increase neoantigen release from ablated tumors, may enhance the potential benefits of these agents. IMbrave 150 trial (7) showed a synergistic effect of angiogenesis inhibitors with immune checkpoint inhibitors and further studies with this approach may lead to practice-changing results. Although these promising results keep these agents in the exciting future concepts, further studies are warranted to better understand the exact clinical effect of observed promising objective response on survival outcomes including disease-free survival and OS.
Summing up, the studies discussed above hold promises for the future of neoadjuvant and adjuvant therapeutic options and perhaps with immunotherapy-based therapeutic choices. It is important to note that, we do not have clinical and molecular markers for immune response in patients with HCC, and therefore future studies should also interrogate surrogates of response to immune checkpoint inhibitors in patients with HCC to better identify target patient populations who may benefit from these novel approaches. Prospective clinical trials should also strongly consider including correlative studies to better characterize the anti-cancer immune response which may further change our current understanding and will subsequently change the current practice of resectable tumor in patients with HCC in the near future.
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